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In 2001, British gaming company Littlewoods Leisure 
decided to substantially upgrade the automated 
processing of the huge number of gaming coupons they 
receive every week. 
The hunt for reliable software to handle this automation 
fi nally led Littlewoods to ReadSoft. After a period of 
advanced testing and customization, Littlewoods Leisure 
is now using automatic document capture to select the 
winners of their games. The new system is faster than 
their previous automated systems, less expensive and 
much more fl exible and confi gurable. Manual processing 
is being phased out completely. 

Huge volumes
Littlewoods Leisure, founded in 1923 and one of the 
UK’s oldest gaming companies provides products for 
soccer pools, sports betting, lotteries and other related 
areas. Treble chance, Prizebuster and Spot the Ball are 
some of their most popular games. Every week, huge 
volumes of coupon entries and stakes are processed at the 
head offi ce in Liverpool to select the happy winners of 
each game. 

Littlewoods is known for being ahead in the fi eld of 
technical development through online, Internet and 
interactive TV systems. Therefore it was natural for 
them to consider ReadSoft’s software for automatic 
data capture as a 
replacement for the 
tailor-made scanners 
and manual work 
previously used. 

Spotting the ball
The trickiest game for 
ReadSoft to handle 
was “Spot the Ball.” 
The game coupons 

show a picture of a soccer game in which the ball has 
been edited out. Players place an X where they think the 
centre of the ball is. The coupon with the X closest to the 
actual position of the ball wins the game. Littlewoods 
previously used a manual process to select the best 200 
coupons from the 150,000 received each week. These 
200 coupons were marked using a tailor-made machine 
that computed the deviation between the centers of the 
Xs and the true position of the ball. 

Better than anticipated
The original idea was to use ReadSoft’s software to 
replace the manual selection of the 200 best coupons, 
estimating the centers of the Xs with an accuracy of 
0.025 mm using images scanned at 300 dots per inch 
and sub-pixel resolution techniques. As it turned out, the 
ReadSoft product eventually replaced both the manual 
selection process and the custom-made machine. 

After some fi nal fi ne-tuning of the system, Littlewoods 
Leisure is more than happy with the result, and 
ReadSoft’s product has passed the test. Now the massive 
volumes of coupons are processed in a fully automated 
fl ow and with a signifi cant reduction in the cost for data 
capture operations. 

Very pleased with the investment
The ReadSoft system scans and processes hundreds of 
thousands of gaming coupons each and every Saturday. 
Such huge volumes demand a reliable and fl exible state-
of-the-art system, especially since the process must be 
done in a very short period of time. Littlewoods Leisure 
is very pleased with their investment and comments: 
“The fl exibility of the system enables Littlewoods 
Leisure to operate more effectively and develop new 
games to further establish our company as the foremost 
UK home gaming company.” 

ReadSoft processes millions of game 

coupons in the UK
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